Interrogation of    Wilhelm KEPPLER
By                    Lt Col T. S. HINKEL
Time                  6 November 1945 - P. m.

KEPPLER was interrogated principally with regard to an alleged meeting on 8 March 1939 with HITLER at which HITLER gave a statement of his intentions with respect to CZECHOSLOVAKIA, POLAND, ROUMANIA, HUNGARY, FRANCE, GREAT BRITAIN and the UNITED STATES (Document L-133). KEPPLER stated that he had no recollection whatever concerning this matter nor of the subject matter thereof as presented to him by the interrogator. He has been instructed to think the matter over in order to see if his recollection could not be improved with respect thereto.

KEPPLER was also asked regarding activities during the CZECHOSLOVAKIAN crisis, particularly as to whether or not arms had been furnished Sudeten Germans by the Wehrmacht or SS and whether HENLEIN had received orders to create incidents on a given signal so that military operations could begin. KEPPLER stated that he had no knowledge of any of those matters nor had HENLEIN ever spoken to him regarding it. He was requested to think about the matters and to see if his recollection thereon could be improved.
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